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We have just concluded the National Electrical Summit 2012 on 7th of July

2012 organized jointly with Federation of Gujarat Industries,(FGI) and in

association with Gujarat Electricity Transmission Corporation,(GETCo) as

knowledge partner. This is our first experiment where we have involved

ourselves with another reputed and powerful organization as a partner to

achieve our goal of dissemination of knowledge in Power Sector.

The advantages of working with other organizations having complementary

objectives are many like gaining capacity to deliver on a larger scale a

successful service with more effective management and overall monitoring. It

can further result into the benefits like exchange of new ideas, strengthening the organizing team

and generate new energy.

For the success of the event all the partnering organizations play appropriate role according to their

expertise and strength. FGI plays significant role in the interest of industries, business and social

development in Gujarat since more than Nine decades. They shared responsibility mainly by

providing full logistic support, their premises and professionally trained staff and used their good

office in bringing in eminent and famous personalities from political field and industries and effecting

very good media coverage of the event.

SPE(I) and GETCo shared the responsibility by providing their expertise in deciding appropriate

topics, inviting expert faculty in the field and the event management. The collaboration has resulted

into a very successful venture with the participation of important personalities like

Mr. Suresh Prabhu, Member of Parliament and Former Union Minister of Power, and Mr. RV Shahi,

Former Power Secretary. The Summit was also addressed by Hon'ble Maharaja of Baroda,

Shrimant Samarjitsinh Gaekwad and heads of most of the DISCOMS in Gujarat. Response of more

than three hundred paid delegates from different fields of engineering indicates the importance of

the topics covered in the Summit. It is heartening to note that large number of students from various

academic institution in and around Vadodara participated in the Summit.

This success of the alliance during this summit gives us opportunity to further strengthen our

movement towards dissemination of enriched knowledge in power sector. This will allow us to

accept bigger challenges and to make greater contribution towards our final goal by organizing

more joint conferences and programs with other like-minded professional organizations in Gujarat

and else where in the country.

As a matter of fact SPE(I) Vadodara has already lined up a conference in Shantikunj-Haridwar

(September 8 to 10) which is a joint programme with CBI&P and ShantikunjAuthorities.

However, it is very important that more volunteers come forward and support the SPE by sharing

responsibilities so that we meet new challenges.

Best regards,

GVAkre
Chairman

From the Chairman's Desk
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Water, food and shelter are the most basic needs of human being. I remember my childhood

days when India used to import food grains, sugar and edible oil from other countries. There

was a statutory rationing. I had to queue up for hours for getting the quota of ration for my

family from the fair price shops of Government. Black marketing was rampant. Food was

never served lavishly during social functions as we see these days. This all happened in spite

of the fact that the country's economy was considered to be Agriculture based. Mrs. Indira

Gandhi in 1966 had started working towards self sufficiently in food & edible oil. Scientific

approach to cultivation, good fertilizers, quality seeds and various sops to the agricultural

sector were planned and executed. Rural electrification work also boosted moral of farmers.

The results started coming. By 1977 the country inched towards self sufficiency in food. The

statutory rationing was withdrawn. The availability of food grains, sugar and edible oil was free

and the prices were governed by the mechanism of demand and supply. The farmers who had sizeable land holding

started benefitting more compared to those who had marginal holding. The system of support prices for food grains was

also introduced. The Agricultural reforms introduced then continue to be in force even today. The subsidized fertilizer,

seeds and electricity have enthused the farmers to work hard for more profit and the better yield. The rich farmers

started taking active interest in politics and started demanding more and more sops. The level of cross subsidy has now

assumed a significant proportion. Since food is one of the essential commodities after water, subsidizing the farmers is

justified. However, there is no bar between rich & poor farmers.

The most important part of this editorial, therefore, revolves round the subsidised electricity supply and depleting

precious ground water table. Recently, there has been an article in the Times of India dt. 15-04-12 authored by Shri

Swaminathan S Ankleswaria Aiyar titled “Supreme Court says Auction Natural Resources, water too?”. It has been

stated in the article that there has been a huge loss to public exchequer through failure to auction natural resources like

spectrum and coal. The political parties are in competition to distribute canal water and electricity to farmers at zero or

negligible price. The accumulated losses of the electricity boards on account of cross subsidy in power have now

crossed a figure of 1,000,000 crore. It is claimed by the government that the cross subsidy helps the poor farmer. This is

not true. Citing the case of Punjab State, the article indicates that 83% of the farmers in this state have small or marginal

holdings. The rich farmers use pumps costing 1.5 lacs each and deplete the ground water at higher depth. The poor

farmers who cannot afford costly pumps have to remain contended with pumps costing about Rs. 30,000/-. These

pumps cannot reach to higher depth. Thus, such poor farmers cannot take three crops where as the rich farmers can

take three or more water intensive crops like rice. In addition, many rich farmers also resort to selling of water to other

poor farmers. The river like gravitational flow of water below the ground level is called “Aquifer”. They are the sources of

ground water. Pumping water with high powered electrical motors dries up these aquifers leaving the marginal farmers

high & dry. The rich farmers deplete the ground water and grow cash crops which make them richer. Reverse happens

to the poor farmers.

The solution perhaps lies in incentivizing the farmer on the production of food grain as a subsidy draw back based on the

electricity bill they have paid to the state utility. This is in line with the subsidy given to the farmers on fertilizer and other

inputs.

The logic behind controlling the concessional or free power is to treat the mineral water (ground water) at par with the

mining of coal, steel & other minerals. It is gathered that the matter is receiving attention of Central and State

Governments.

It appears that combined efforts of government (State/Central), the judiciary & policy/law makers can avert a situation

where depleting ground water (due to free/concessional power to farmers) can turn most of the country in dark zone. No

doubt, the farmers and political parties will have to view this issue in national interest rather than gaining a mileage by

opposing it.After all ground water is a national property.

Let us give a thought to the issue.

Thanks

SM Takalkar

Editorial
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REPORT ON "NATIONAL ELECTRICAL SUMMIT 2012"

Friday 6th July, 2012 - Day 1

INAUGURAL

The Federation of Gujarat Industries (FGI) and The

Society of Power Engineers (I) Vadodara Chapter (SPE)

jointly organized a 2-Day National Electrical Summit 2012

on 6th & 7th July 2012 at FGI Auditorium, Sevasi,

Vadodara. The inaugural session was graced by Chief

Guest Shri Suresh Prabhu, former Union Minister of

Power, Government of India; Guest of Honor Shrimant

Samarjitsinh Gaikwad, Maharaja of Vadodara and Guest

of Honor Shri RV Shahi, former Secretary (Power),

Government of India. Others on the dais included Smt.

Geetaben Goradia, President FGI and Er. GV Akre,

Chairman SPE(I) Vadodara.

In her welcome address Smt. Goradia highlighted the

event and showed her gratitude to the dignitaries on the

dais for remaining present in spite of their hectic schedule.

Smt. Geetaben Goradia briefed about National Electrical

Summit 2012. She gave introduction of Chief Guest and

other dignitaries on the dias. She stated that the role of

Shri Suresh Prabhu and Shri Shahi was very vital for

formulation of Indian Electricity Act-2003 and Power

Sector Reforms during their tenure with Government of

India. She informed that during last 4 years, the prices of

coal have been increased by 153% which is very high.

She also raised her concern regarding delay due to the

land acquisition, environment clearances and

Government clearances. Therefore, the projects are

delayed. Lighting of auspicious lamp followed her

welcome address. In his speech Shri RV Shahi thanked

Federation of Gujarat Industries and Society of Power

Engineers (India) Vadodara Chapter for inviting him as

Guest of Honor to the National Electrical Summit 2012. He

informed that at the time of taking over as a Secretary

(Power), the Power Sector was living in very old legislation

i.e. old Acts and Rules 1885, 1910, 1948 and 1956.

Therefore, power sector reforms and introduction of IE

Act-2003 was important. This task was given to him by the

GoI. There was lots of opportunity in power sector

particularly in Industrial, Agriculture and Domestic i.e.

Distribution Sector of Power System as seen by him.

Shri RV Shahi also spoke on the issues related to Power

Sector Reforms. He recalled his association with Shri

Suresh Prabhu in formulating Indian Electricity Act-2003.

He further stated that the aim of IE Act-2003 is to open up

the power sector to private players in order to bring in the

competition in power generation, power transmission and

power distribution which should ultimately benefit to the

consumers. APDRP is one of the major task to be

performed taking the help of Electricity Act-2003, he

stated.

Next to speak was Shrimant Samarjitsinh Gaekwad. He

stated that Vadodara City has been home to many

stalwarts like Swami Vivekanand, Romesh Chandra Dutt,

Ustad Faiyaz Khan, Maharshi Aurobindo, Writer

Kanaiyalal Munshi, Poet Premanand etc. Hon'ble Royalty

Maharaja Shrimant Samarjitsinh Gaekwad welcomed

delegates, invitees and guests to Gujarat and Vadodara.

He empathetically indicated that it is the vision of HH

Shirmant Sayajirao Gaikwad-III, which was instrumental

in the development of Vadodara State and bringing a glory

in the field of Education, Agriculture, Administration,

Culture and Art. It is Shrimant Sayajirao who started

industries and even FGI. Vadodara is a home for

Industries like Alembic Glass, Sarabhai Chemicals, ABB,

Alstom, GSFC, Refinery, IPCL (now Reliance) and so on.

Vadodara is connected by Road, Rail and Air to every part

of the country. And an Industrial Organisation like

Federation of Gujarat Industries is in Vadodara which has

been giving services since last more than nine decades.

Thus, Barodians get all facilities and benefits of cities not

only in India but in the World. He wished all success to the

National Electrical Summit 2012.

Shri Suresh Prabhu stated that this Summit is planned at a

juncture when there are number of policy issues and

problems which are being faced by Industries and other

Consumers. He further added that there is shortage of

power in the range of 30,000 to 40,000 MW and in spite of

all the efforts made by different sectors, except the state of

Gujarat, each and every part of country is facing power

shortage. This is perhaps due to the lack of proper

regulation and policies of the Central Government. There

is lot of Hydro Power potential in Himalayan Region but it

cannot be tapped and transmitted to the main land due to

insufficient network. It is now time to go for distributed

generation in the form of Solar, Biomass and Wind.

Shri Suresh Prabhu sincerely thanked to the organizers of

National Electrical Summit 2012 (the Federation of

Gujarat Industries, Vadodara and Society of Power

Engineers (India) Vadodara) He stated that power is

available but not consumed due to cost aspects,

regulatory problems and technical feasibility. It is the duty

of Government to provide power and water to citizens. He

went on to add that fuel issues can be overcome by

generating Hydro Power in Nepal, Bhutan and

Bangladesh and transmitted to Grid of India. The progress

of Renewable Energy in India will change the Indian

Power Sector. Wind and Solar Power generation is now

becoming cheap as demand is geared up in Mass. Use of

maximum Solar and Wind Power potential is important to

regulate the generation. He emphasised that equal
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importance shall be given to micro, mini and small hydro

power projects.

Shri GV Akre presented the vote of thanks. He thanked

dignitaries, delegates, sponsors, authors, electronic

media, press media and FGI. He also briefed about the

role of SPE(I) in exchanging the knowledge in Power

Sector.

The National Anthem was displayed on the screen and

house stood in respect.

The inaugural session was followed by Technical

Sessions.

Technical Session I

Paper 1.

Dr. DP Kothari, Director General, Raisoni Group of

Industries and former Director (I/C) IIT- Delhi spoke on

"Power Sector in India - An overview and prospective plan

for 12th Five Year Plan". He started his presentation right

from invention of Electricity up to today's Power Sector.

He emphasized the need for development of Power

Sector, proper planning and good governance. He further

stated that for reliable power supply internal controllable

key parameters are quality of fuel, proper maintenance,

etc. His presentation was full of humour.

The next part of the session was Documentary Film on

Development of Transmission Net Work in Gujarat by

Gujarat Energy Transmission Corporation Ltd. (GETCo),

Vadodara Gujarat. The film highlighted the role of GETCo

in overall development of Power Sector in the State of

Gujarat. The documentary was presented nicely.

Technical Session II

The session was chaired by Shri Gurdeep Singh,

Managing Director, Gujarat State Energy Corporation

Ltd., Vadodara, Gujarat. In his introductory remark, he

stated that the fuel is prime concern in thermal power

generation. He indicated that today the production of coal

is same but the quality of coal is poor. Secondly, the prices

are also varying depending upon the source.

Transportation is yet another bottle neck. Thereafter, he

invited the speakers of the Session on the dias and were

formally introduced by him.

Paper 2.

Mr. VK Kanjlia, Secretary, CBIP, New Delhi presented

paper on "Hydro Power Potential as a Renewable Source

- Mini & Micro". He gave details of development of Hydro

Power Projects in India. He further added that progress is

remarkable due to private entrepreneurs' venturing in to

small and medium scale Hydro Electric Projects. He

stressed the need to increase the share of renewable from

present 12%. This will reduce dependence on fossil fuels,

he added.

Paper 3.

Mr. SK Malhotra, Head Public Awareness Department,

Department of Atomic Energy, GOI New Delhi delivered

lecture on "Nuclear Power the need, the perceptions and

Realities". He informed that today India is running under a

grave shortage of Coal. The transportation cost of Nuclear

Fuel is cheaper than coal if we look in the context of MW

generation capacity. The nuclear power project has

benefits such as high safety, pollution freeness, cost

effectiveness, less running cost, etc. However, initial

investment is high. He also urged to consider available

generation capacity in MW instead of installed capacity in

MW for a better insight of the Nuclear Power Generation.

He went on to add that high standard of safety introduced

in Nuclear Plant guarantees trouble free operation and

negligible danger to Human Beings. The perception

carried by common man regarding the danger from

nuclear power has to be properly addressed, so that

public at large accepts the nuclear power as one of the

safe and viable option of energy source.

Paper 4.

Dr. Ajit Kapadia, Vice Chairman, Centre for Fuel Studies

and Research (CFSR), former Director GAIL and

Managing Director, HOEC spoke on "Renewable Energy

for Long Term sustainability - Wind and Solar". He

informed that in the World India is at 4th number in emitting

CO2 in the atmosphere. However, per capita emission of

CO2 is at bottom(due to large population). It is time to go

for Bio Fuel using municipal waste, grass, leaf, agro

waste; Solar Power Sets on roof top, on water canal, high

ways, etc; and Wind generation on the locations such as

off shore plant, sea shore, terrace, etc. He also informed to

go for Hybrid Station of Solar and Wind so that during day

time solar generation and other hours of the day wind

generation is available.

Technical Session III

This session was chaired by Er. VK Kanjlia Secretary,

CBIP. He opened the session by presenting a brief on the

agenda of the session and formal introduction of the

speakers of the session.

Paper 5.

Mr. Nimish Shah, General Manger, Production

Development Suzlon Energy Ltd., delivered speech on

"Wind Power Development - Selection of Technology and

Economical options". He stated that the wind power

generation is accelerated from 1990. Gujarat is second

State having wind power installed capacity of 3,500 MW

after Tamilnadu State. The wind power generation

capacity of India as on the date is 16,000 MW, which is

about 8% of total installed capacity of power sector in
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India. He suggested that we should think of low wind

velocity generators and thus use maximum potential of

wind in country.

Paper 6.

Mr. Ajay Gupta from M/s Lanco Solar gave speech on

"Solar Power Generation - Economic Viability with right

Technologies". He touched upon the subject with

appreciation that the India is taking full benefit of Solar

Power Generation. Therefore the cost of Solar Power

Plant is reduced to Rs. 7.5 Crore per MW. One should use

Thermal Solar Power Plant to have better viability even if it

means high initial cost. The Thermal Solar Power Plant

can work as an auxiliary to Thermal Power Plant and help

in increasing plant efficiency.

Paper 7.

Dr. BC Jain, Chairman and Managing Director, Ankur

Scientific Energy Technologies (P) Ltd. delivered lecture

on "Biomass - Decentralized Power Generation". He

stated that to save transmission and distribution losses

this type of distributed power generation is essential. He

advised to install small power packs of biomass

generating plant having capacity of 2kW to 6kW. The Plant

Load Factor of Biomass is as high as 80%, he added.

Paper 8.

Mr. Deodatta Deshpande, Business Manager, Thermax

Limited talked on "Waste Heat Recovery -An Environment

Friendly Energy Resource". He was of the opinion that

byproduct of Industrial waste can be used for power

generation. The industrial waste from Textile Industries,

Packaging Industries, Process Industries, Cement

Industries, Refinery, etc can be used for Power

Generation using suitable Boiler & Generator. He further

added that the CDM benefit is available for Waste Heat

Recovery Power Generation.

Technical Session IV

Paper 9.

Mr. Mehul Shah, Power Initiatives, Tata Consultancy

Services spoke on "Smart Grid Vision and Role of

Information Technology". In his speech he stated that

India is suffering from high Aggregate Technical and

Commercial Losses. Electricity Board is generating power

and consumer is consuming power. However, today's

consumer is demanding quality, un-interrupted, reliable

and sufficient power with excellent services, which can be

broadly satisfied by Smart Grid concept.

Paper 10.

Ms. Renu Beid from Batlivala & Kanani Securities India

Private Limited spoke on "Bankers' Perspective in

Funding Power Sector". She stated that today the share of

funding in Power Sector is approximately 30%. The

resources are converted in to assets. The assets shall

have good quality and able to generate debt / return to the

organization. The Generator or Power Producer must

have adequate Fuel Security, viable Power Purchase

Agreement, all types of Clearances from Government

including Regulatory Commission, approved Evacuation

Scheme from Transmission Utility, good quality of EPC

contract, capable Project Developer and good Credit

Profile to enable the Bankers to provide sufficient fund.

She also focused on various issues related to the funding

of transmission projects.

1 Day ended with Musical Evening "Black & White". This
st

was an audio visual presentation by a Group of Mr. Milind

Oak, Pune. The presentation included live songs as well

as simultaneous screening of respective picture of the

entire Black & White Era of Indian Cinema. It started with

history of Indian Cinema from Dada Saheb Phalke's

Harishchandra & Taramati and ending with K Asif's

Mughal-e-Azam.

Saturday 7th July, 2012 - Day 2

Technical Session V

This session was chaired by Er. SK Negi, Managing

Director, Gujarat Energy Transmission Corporation Ltd.,

Gujarat. In his introductory speech he spoke on "Balanced

growth in Main and Sub Transmission System - System

Reliability and Adequacy". He briefed about Development

of Transmission Net work in Gujarat, Progress of

Renewable Energy Generation in Gujarat, and Role of

Power Grid in Transmission Wing of Power Sector. He

introduced the speakers of the Session. His speech is

elaborated at the end of this report.

Paper 11.

Mr. BN De Bhomic, Technology and Development

Department, Power Grid Corporation of India Ltd. - PGCIL

delivered lecture on "Issues related to Bulk Power

Transmission and Long Distances Transmission Lines

including Development of 1200kV Transmission System".

He stated that presently there are six UMPP projects

under implementation in India. He further told that the

problem of ROW, Land Acquisition, Forest Clearance,

High T&D losses, Limitation to Technology, Surge

Impedance Level, etc are still persisting. Then he gave

information about the development of Voltage Level from

110kV to 1200kV. The super conducting of transmission

power will take some time, he added.

Paper 12.

Dr. Ashu Verma, Assistant Professor, Department of

Electrical Engineering, Gautam Buddha University

delivered lecture on "Power System". She gave case

studies on Cost of Intermittent and Balancing Capacity of

Power Generation. She pressed upon the need of co-
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ordination amongst State Transmission Utilities and

Central Transmission Utility. Give equal importance for

Reactive Power Management along with Capacity

Addition, she stated.

Paper 13.

Er. SK Soonee, CEO, Power System Operation

Corporation Ltd., talked on "National Vision for the Power

System Operation - One Nation One Grid, Frequency,

Grid Operation Tools, Energy Accounting and Merit Order

Dispatch". He initiated his talk with the statement that

today India is generating 2,700 MU per day and still there

is shortage of Power. New challenges are Connectivity,

Access to Manufacturers, Breach of PPAs, Transfer

Capacity, Economic Power Dispatch, Merit Order of

Power Generating Unit, etc. His presentation was

informative.

Technical Session VI

This session was chaired by Shri HS Patel, IAS, Managing

Director Dakshin Gujarat Vij Company Ltd., Surat,

Gujarat. In his talk he gave details of development of

Electricity Board after introduction of Supply Act-1948. In

those days importance to Electrification of Villages and

Pump Sets was given. In spite of so many efforts, capacity

addition was not matching with the Power Demand. He

stated that Electricity Act-2003 is the Land Mark in the

history of Power Sector of this country. Distribution losses

is the weakest link in the Distribution Sector, and

therefore, as of now the power distribution continues to be

dominated by state owned utility, he stated. Thereafter, he

introduced speakers of the Session.

Paper 14.

Er. Pradip K Parikh, Vice President (Transmission) from

Torrent Power AEC Ltd., Ahmedabad gave lecture on

"Modernization of Distribution Sector with Ultimate Benefit

to Consumer". He stated that Torrent is providing trouble

free power supply to consumers and on line information is

obtained for rectification, bill payment etc. One of the

important Land Mark of Torrent PowerAEC is up gradation

of 66kV Transmission Line and Sub Station to 132kV

using available space and without major interruption. He

also explained various smart solutions for network

integration and consumer satisfaction.

Paper 15.

Shri BN Raval, Retired Chief Electrical Inspector, GoG

presented paper on "Negawatt instead of Megawatt -

Demand Side Management and Energy Audit". He

explained the ways and means of Energy Audit in

Industries, Offices, Utilities, Residences, etc. He

emphasized the need for effective demand side

management. He went on to explain that the detailed

review by the consumer of the monthly energy bill

received by him can help in planning to reduce energy

consumption and saving in electrical energy.

Paper 16.

Er. Jitendra Sood, Energy Economist, Bureau of Energy

Efficiency, Government of India, New Delhi spoke on

"BEE - Driving Energy Efficiency Initiative". He indicated

that due to initiatives taken by BEE of GoI there has been

substantial saving in Energy, the reduction in power

demand on account of this saving is about 12,000 MW. He

emphasized the need to buy energy efficient appliances

which are having various star ratings.

Paper 17.

Next to speak was Er. HM Patel, Deputy Chief Account

Officer, Madhya Gujarat Vij Company Ltd. He presented

paper on "Smart Grid Technologies in Energy Accounting,

DSM, Consumer Mapping and Consumer Satisfaction".

He gave the idea of automation in Distribution Network

using various applications of Automation. He explained

Smart Grid parameters which are directly applicable to net

work. He illustrated a case study of SCADA in the network

of Vadodara City of MGVCL.

Technical Session VII

This session was chaired by Shri MK Iyer, Member

(Finance), Gujarat Electricity Regulatory Commission,

Gujarat. In his opening remarks, he spoke on

Development of regulatory regime in Gujarat. He further

stated that Gujarat is a Leading State in India as far as the

functioning of Electricity Regulatory Commission is

concerned. Following his short presentation, he

introduced speakers of the Session.

Paper 18.

Er. Umesh Agrawal from Price Waterhouse Coopers Ltd.

spoke on "Regulatory Aspects in Transmission System".

He stated that the transmission is an important link

between power generation and power distribution. He

gave the details on various routes for transmission

projects like VGEF route, IPTC route, Joint Venture route,

etc. He gave time frame for each alternative. He cautioned

that the transmission is a risky business as it involves

ROW / ROU problems, Railway Clearance, Forest

Clearance and Time constraints. The present BOOM /

BOOT format prescribes 35 years of lease and

maintenance of transmission system which is very long

duration which may change the economic equations.

Paper 19.

Er. Siddarth Malik from MW Solution Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi

presented paper on "EPC contract for Solar Power

Project". He stated that the volume of Renewable Power

Projects is increasing day by day. He gave detailed

bifurcation of Power Projects in the Country. He informed
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that the cost of Photovoltaic Solar Power Project is

ranging from Rs. 9 to 14 Crore per MW, while that of

Thermal Solar Power Project is Rs. 12 to 16 Crore per

MW. He advocated the hybrid power project of Solar and

Wind which will give more viability and also power in day

time by Solar and other time by Wind. He prayed to

Regulatory Bodies to give more benefit to Solar Power

Producers so that the cost of Solar Power Generation can

compete with conventional Power Generation.

Paper 20.

Er. Rajesh Mediratta, Senior Vice President (Business

Development) of Indian Energy Exchange spoke on

"Open Access in Distribution - Ground Realities and

Options for Consumers and Industries". He explained

procedure in detail to avail the benefit of Open Access by

consumers. He stated that the CERCs is providing open

access to a consumer whose connected load is 1MW and

above. He also indicated that the consumer of 1MW can

opt for Open Access automatically but some SERCs are

not following these guidelines. Similarly some SERCs are

not following uniform policy for 15 seconds slot in 1 Hr

open access. He further stated that the wheeling charges

should be properly paid to Transmission Company and

Distribution Company to compensate for the losses.

Technical Session VIII

This session was chaired by Er. PH Rana, Director,

Paschim Gujarat Vij Company Ltd. In his introductory

speech he highlighted the theme of each paper and also

introduced the speakers of the session.

Paper 21.

Er. SM Takalkar, Managing Director, Takalkar Power

Engineers & Consultants Pvt. Ltd., Vadodara was the first

speaker of the session. His presentation was on the topic

of "Innovative Transmission Technologies for Cost

Effective Operation in Long Run". The author started his

presentation with the statement that due to power reforms

in the country; private players have entered in to power

generation and transmission business. The economical

construction and maintenance of transmission network

has assumed a sizable significance. The transmission

sector would now try to reduce the cost of transmission

network per MW transfer of power. He went on to explain

various ways and means to make the transmission

network compact physically and electrically. Use of new

generation conductor, use of fly ash in foundation work,

innovative design of transmission line component and

energy efficiency are some of the aspects which can bring

much economy without sacrificing reliability, he stated. He

stressed upon a need to optimize the specifications for the

line and sub-station components in the interest of

economy and reliability.

Paper 22.

Er. Sameer Gaikwad, Regional Manager (South Asia),

Doble Engineering spoke on "Condition Monitoring of

Electrical System - Tangible Benefit". In his initial speech

he stated that asset management and asset maintenance

play vital role in reliability of Power System. He advocated

that the periodical services, pre arranged maintenance,

timely repair, etc. should be carried out to increase the life

of Equipment / Assets. He explained in details Time Base

Maintenance, Reliability Base Maintenance and

Combined Time and Reliability Maintenance. He

indicated that there are sophisticated equipment available

in the market for close monitoring of each component of

power system.

Paper 23.

Er. Nihar Raj Assistant Vice President from ABB gave

presentation on "Gas Insulated Sub-station - Cost Benefit

Analysis". He pointed out the major difference between

conventional type substation and GIS. He explained cost

benefit of GIS substation with regards to short execution

period, less space, etc. He stressed upon the various

parameters to be considered while designing GIS

substation such as Earth Quake, Land Availability,

Chemical Zone, Coastal Zone, Safety, etc. He informed

that the least man power is required for operation and

maintenance of GIS. He indicated that the GIS substation

is very much useful for Underground Hydro Power

Station.

VELEDICTORY SESSION

The session was presided over by Dr. M Ramamoorthy,

former Director General, CPRI and Director ERDA. Other

dignitaries on the dais were Er.Amit Patel, Vice President,

FGI & Director, Danke Ltd., Mr. N. Shrivastava, M.D.,

UGVCLand Er. VB Harani, Secretary, SPE (I), Vadodara.

Er. Amit Patel, in his welcome speech gave the details of

delegates present in the Summit. He stated that 10 papers

were presented on 1st day and 13 papers on 2nd day in

the Summit. Delegates and invitees enjoyed Musical

Evening titled "Black & White", he added. He further

stated that FGI and SPE (I) Vadodara tried their level best

to organize event with technical knowhow. He thanked Dr.

Ramamoorthy for his gracious presence in this session.

He also thanked all sponsors and office bearers of SPE (I)

Vadodara Chapter for their invaluable support. He

specially thanked Er. SK Negi, Managing Director, GETCo

for monitoring closely the entire event and rendering

technical support to the Summit. However, he apologized

politely the house for any inconvenience caused to any

one in hospitality or arrangements.

Dr. Ramamoorthy gave presentation on 'Development in

Power Sector". He stated that the equipment shall be used

optimally. He gave an idea to use six phase transmission

line with higher voltage level of 400kV from existing level
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of 220kV. According to him this will increase the power

transfer capacity. He further added that tuning of

transmission line is required by implementing series

reactors which will increase stability of transmission

system. He advocated that we should use uniform

distributed reactance system so that flat voltage profile

can be achieved. He indicated that there is social

commitment by GOI to provide power to every house by

year 2020. This can be achieved only by proper system

planning and adding power generation. He added that

about 30,000 to 40,000 MW capacity being added every

year but the power demand is increasing beyond. The

main constraint is congestion in transmission and

distribution network. He appealed the Practicing

Engineers to come out with innovative ideas to fulfill the

targets set out by Government. Dr. Ramamoorthy

expressed great satisfaction for the fact that Large

Number of Students participated in Summit.

Mr. N. Shrivastava briefed the audience about the power

system of Uttar Gujarat Vij Co. Ltd. In his address, he

stated that the power system of North Gujarat comprise

more of agricultural load than industrial and lighting. Due

to fixed tariff of agriculture, distribution losses are higher in

UGVCL. He went on to add that quality power to the

consumers in the far-flunge areas always remains a

problem for the utility. He requested the engineers of the

forum to address this situation.

Er. VB Harani presented vote of thanks. He thanked all the

delegates, students, authors, sponsors and caterer. He

lauded the role of FGI in spear heading the entire event

and providing total logistic. He thanked dignitaries on dais

for their gracious presence. He also thanked the

dignitaries who shared dais during inaugural function. He

expressed his gratitude to Er. SK Negi for his valuable

support all through. He thanked PGCIL, Danke Power,

General Mechanical Works, Vadodara and Hotel Surya

Palace for sponsoring the event. He specifically

mentioned that without the active support of Mrs. Gitaben

Goradia, President, FGI and Er.Amit Patel, Sr. VP, FGI the

event would not have been such a grand success. He

added that entire staff of FGI worked tirelessly to make the

event a great success. He lastly thanked Ms. Nileshvari

Mahida of GETCo for anchoring entire event. He

thereafter declared the Summit as Concluded.

The National Anthem was displayed on the screen and

house stood in respect.

The Summit was attended by 235 delegates from

Industries, Utilities, Consulting Firms, academic

institutions. Many individuals also participated in the

Summit. On the whole, the summit was a grand success.

Balance Growth in Transmission System

Development of transmission system is driven by

generation capacity and supply of power to load demand

centres like capitals of State, industrial pockets, major

towns etc. Electricity sector being in the concurrent list of

our constitution, both Central and State have the

responsibility of planning and execution of transmission

system. In early 50s, focus of the States was limited to

State boundaries for putting of generation, transmission

and distribution network and by early 80s transmission

system capacity had grown to adequate capacity in each

State.

The entry of central generating stations mainly NTPC

brought a new dimension to the planning and

augmentation of transmission system between States

and Regions. There has been debate on cost of

transmission v/s cost of transportation of fuel from the fuel

source to the power plant locations. It was concluded that

putting up a power plant in coal pit heads and

transportation of power to the needy State as per

allocation of power would be economical and fast. The

huge transmission network was established in all the five

regions and at one stage, the necessity of national level

Utility was felt, which would plan, implement and control

all the inter-state and inter-region network with the

ultimate objective to form a National Grid. It culminated

into formation of Central Transmission Utility viz. Power

Grid Corporation of India Ltd. (PGCIL) and so far we have

been successful in putting up inter-regional power transfer

capacity of 28,000 MW. Our country has successfully

implemented inter-regional links through HVDC back-to-

back station and HVDC lines. We have also upgraded our

main transmission system to the level of 765 KV. In the

12th Five Year Plan transmission system comprising of

3,78,133 CKM of transmission line and 65,500 MW of

inter-regional transfer capacity has been planned.

While the main transmission system at country level is

growing with rapid pace, it is very essential that each State

would also put up a matching transmission network to

receive their allocated power in their periphery and further

carry it to their distribution companies. In this regard, each

State has its own characteristic transmission system due

to location of power plants, load diversity, location of major

load centers of towns and cities.

Electricity Act, 2003 has mandated that each State

Transmission Utility (STU) in the State shall plan the Intra-

State transmission network to integrate power received

from central stations, its own State generation and other

IPPs in a manner to build matching transmission and
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distribution network to reach nook & corner of State with

quality power supply. Picture is not very encouraging in

many States in this regard and there had been several

bottlenecks in transmission of power due to inadequate

Intra-State transmission lines and substations.

Load Despatch Centre (LDC):

In early 90s when transmission had grown to adequate

capacity between States and Regions, the need of Load

Despatch Centre (LDC) at regional level was felt. These

Load Despatch Centres had been operating in five

regional centres to keep a control over frequency by

bridging the gap between demand & supply.

The challenges to control the system parameters in these

control centres have been quite different in each region

because of the generation mix, seasonal variation and

peak hour loads. However HVDC Inter-Regional links

made it possible to link the Region in a asynchronous

mode i.e. 2 regions operating at different frequency. The

modernization of LDC was also taken up with SCADA and

Data transfer technologies, which enabled us to link the

four regions having total capacity of 1,47,000 MW with

one frequency. Our objective in next 2 years is to have one

grid with one frequency through out the country.

In addition to the role of monitoring and control the

transmission system, our Regional Load Despatch Centre

(RLDC) and State Load Despatch Centre (SLDC) in each

State have their responsibility of energy accounting

through a very strong commercial mechanism known as

Available Based Tariff (ABT). This mechanism not only

takes care of energy accounting but also provides

incentive and penalty to constituents according to the

discipline in their scheduling of power and actual drawl

from grid to supply power to consumers.

Transmission system in Gujarat

The complexity of transmission network in the Gujarat

State is such that, major generators are clustered in

Southern Region, whereas load pockets are clustered in

Northern & Western Region of the State. The

geographical location thus, necessitates transmission of

power to a longer distance adding to transmission loss,

but generation from coastal power station in Kutch from

2010 onwards provided a great relief through 400KV lines

from Mundra to Hadala (Rajkot) by GETCO.

In the Gujarat State we have 6 DISCOMs - 4 State owned

and 2 private having unique load diversity. In one

DISCOM, we have more than 55% Agricultural Load and

in another DISCOM we have more than 60% Industrial

Load. During the 11th Five Year Plan, Gujarat State

Transmission Utility has put up a network of 9787 CKM

alongwith 392 Nos. of Substations. Reactive power

management is very important under load diversity, vast

area of the State and coastal line. We are able to maintain

uninterrupted 24 x 7 quality power supply with the help of

reactive power management which comprises of 4630

MVAR capacity in our transmission system.

Today, Gujarat state transmission network is capable of

handling 18,330 MW of installed capacity with a peak

demand of 11700 MW as compared to 10,780 MW with a

peak demand of 9350 MW in 2007. It is achieved with an

investment of 6000 crore from 2007 to 2012 in new

transmission lines and substations including Renovation

and Modernization.

Issues & Challenges

l The Country as a whole has come back to the

position, which was prevailing prior to Electricity Act,

2003 and today we have aggregate financial losses

of more than one lac thousand Crore. It is a question

mark as to how Central Govt. is going to address this

issue.

l Distribution Companies have tied up the power

purchase from the private power plant companies,

but fuel supply both coal and gas is becoming a

stumbling block for the operation of plants due to

cost escalation and uncertainty in fuel supply. This

will have a visible impact in days to come on

Demand- Supply gap and serving the consumer

satisfactorily.

l High Aggregate Technical and Commercial losses

(AT&C) for state Utilities has been a regular feature

and barring few Utilities, it remains an uncontrollable

task. While Central Govt. has come out with

RAPDRP scheme to provide special incentives to

have effective curb in this area, it still remains a

critical area to tackle for the viability of the sector.

l Acquisition of land for the sub-stations in urban and

rural areas has become increasingly difficult, both in

terms of physical availability and cost. In the

transmission lines, Right of Way (RoW) is not easily

achievable as the land owners are impacted by the

de-valuation of their land for future use. Looking to

the huge transmission network plan of 3,78,133 Ckm

comprising of transmission lines upto voltage level

of 765 KV for power transmission capacity of

1,18,425 MW by 2017, it is imperative that a well

defined legal framework and compensation

methodology are in place.

l The need of increasing capacity in renewable energy

is well recognized and today we have 24 GW of

renewable energy out of total capacity of 201 GW in

the country. It is likely to go up to 52 % by 2017. We

will have to encounter grid integration issues and

develop software in load dispatch centres to manage

wind generation schedules with generation from

conventional sources.
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Hydropower is a renewable, non-polluting and

environmentally benign source of energy. It is perhaps the

oldest renewable energy technique for electricity

generation. It represents inflation free energy with

matured technology characterized by highest prime

mover efficiency and spectacular operational flexibility.

The installed capacity in MW in India is as under :

The Renewable Energy RE Sector in India is having

Potential and Achievements to the grid interactive power

as on 30.04.2012 is as under: GRID-INTERACTIVE

POWER

SMALL HYDRO POWER -A RENEWABLE SOURCE

V.K. Kanjlia

Secretary

Central Board of Irrigation and Power

Installed Capacity
(MW)

% of share

Thermal

Hydro

Nuclear

Renewable

Total

1,34,635

39,060

4,780

24,504

2,02,979

66.3

19.2

2.4

12.1

100

ASSESSMENT OF HYDRO CAPACITY:

� The Studies were carried out by the Central

ElectricityAuthority, Ministry of Power, during 1978-

1987 have placed the hydro power potential at

84044 MW at 60% load factor and the economically

exploitable hydro potential as 1,48,701 MW

including 2300 MW of small hydro schemes.

� An exercise was carried out by Central Board of

Irrigation and Power (CBIP) in the year 2011-12 to

assess the hydro capacity in the country

� The study considered all the projects i.e. under

operation, under construction and concurred by

Central Electricity Authority (CEA), for which

Detailed Project Report (DPR) and Project Final

Report (PFR) have been prepared, under survey &

investigation, allotted by state and those identified

so far.

� Details of all the projects have been brought out in

CBIP publication titled "Hydroelectric Projects in

India". The publication gives the general and salient

features of all the projects above 25 MW capacity;

THE STATUS OF HYDROELECTRIC PROJECTS AS
ON 30.04.2012AS PER CBIP STUDY ISAS UNDER:

Installed
Capacity (MW)

1

2

3

4

5

No. of
Projects

ProjectSr.
No.

Operation

Construction

CEA Concurred

DPR

Survey & Investigation

176

51

30

19

29

38706.4

15665

17410

6840

17468

Achievement
(MW)

Wind

Small Hydro (up to 25MW)

Bagasse Cogeneration

Biomass

Waste to Energy

Solar Power (SPV)

Total

Potential
(MW)

Sector

45195

15000

5000

16881

2700

--

84776

17389.31

3401.06

1992.73

1166.10

89.68

37.66

25017.88

Installed
Capacity (MW)

6

7

8

No. of
Projects

ProjectSr.
No.

Allotted

PFR

Identified

Total

116

87

218

806

23263.5

16969

59053.5

195375.4

The planning in RE projects for the year 2012-12 is as

under:

TARGET
(2012-13) (MW)

Wind

Small Hydro (up to 25MW)

Bagasse Cogeneration

Biomass

Waste to Energy

Solar Power(SPV)

Total

Potential
(MW)

Sector

45195

15000

5000

16881

2700

--

84776

2500

350

455

89.68

800

4125

The journey of Hydro Power Projects in India from pre-

independence to today is as under:

India's SHP History

1st (130 kW)

2nd (2,000 kW)

Till Independence (1947)

installed capacity of 1,362

MW included

No. of
Projects

Sr.
No.

115 years

1897(Darjeeling, W.B)

1902(Mysore, Karnataka)

508 MW Hydro, Mostly

SHPs
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POTENTIAL/GROWTH OF SHP

� 5718 potential sites with an aggregate capacity of

15384 MW have been identified by Ministry of Non-

Renewable Energy, Government of India (MNRE).

� The potential for SHP schemes exists in the hills of

Himalayan Region, Orissa, Andhra- Pradesh,

Madhya Pradesh and Bihar.

� There is also good potential for medium head

schemes at some of the existing dams especially in

South India.

� About 50% of the SHP potential lies in Himalayan

states, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and

Maharashtra

The year wise capacity addition from Small Hydro Power

(SHP) projects is as under:

� India has a policy on "Hydro Power Development"

which lays special emphasis on small hydro power

development.

� It is recognized that small hydro power projects can

play a significant role in meeting energy

requirements in remote and hilly areas where

extension of grid is uneconomical.

� Small hydro can contribute in capacity addition of

hydropower in short time frame.

� Small Hydro Power projects essentially harnesses

energy from flowing or falling water from rivers,

rivulets, artificially created storage dams or canal

drops.

� SHP projects can be set up on Canal drops / falls or

on River / Rivulets or on Dam-toe.

Cumulative SHP
installed

capacity (MW)

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

Capacity
addition during
the year (MW)

Target
(MW)

Year

80

80

100

130

160

200

250

300

300

80.39

84.04

102.31

120.8

149.16

205.25

248.93

305.25

307.61

1519.28

1603.32

1705.63

1826.43

1975.59

2180.84

2429.77

2735.02

3042.63

The Classification of Micro, Mini, and Small Hydro

Schemes in India for SHP is as under:

Up to 100 kW

101 kW to 2000 kW

2001 kW to 25000 kW

Micro

Mini

Small

Up to 100 kW

101 kW to 1000 kW

1001 kW to 5000 kW

The classification based on Head for SHP is as under:

Low Head

Medium/High Head

Less than 40 M

Above 40 M

SMALL HYDRO POWER

� Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) is

responsible for the development of SHP in India.

� About 2% of the capacity addition in the power sector

is aimed from SHP.

� No techno-economic clearance is required for

projects costing up to Rs. 500 crore investments.

1.     SHP: RUN OF THE RIVER

2.     SHP: CANAL FALLS
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CANAL FALLS

DAM TOE

PLANT PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

� DESIGNED GENERATION

� ACTUALGENERATION

� AUXILIARY CONSUMPTION

� PLANT LOAD FACTOR

� PLANTAVALIBILITY

� FORCED OUTAGES

� WATER RATE

� SAFETY RECORD

� SYSTEM EMERGENCY RESPONSE.

In general following problems are associated with
operation of SHP.

� The location of SHP is remote.

� There is shortage of skilled and experienced man

power.

� Of course communication difficulties.

� The Plant Load factor is Low.

� The operation is frequent start ups and off.

� There is a long transmission line with low power

generation.

� At SHP station facilities and amenities are minimum

or rare.

� The natural calamities and silting problems are

exists.

� The water discharge is restricted or regulated by

other agency / department.

The potential and estimated capacity of SHP is
identified as under:

Potential : 15,000 MW

� Identified potential : 15,384 MW (5718 sites)

� Installed Capacity : 3,401 MW (as on 30.4.2012)

� Under implementation : 1192.55 MW (369 projects)

The study SHP potential involved following points:

� One of major impediment in establishing inventory of

potential SHP sites is the non-availability of

hydrological data as most of the small schemes

where SHP potential exists are un-gauged.

� AHEC in collaboration with the Centre of Ecology

and Hydrology, UK has developed software to

assess the hydrology of potential SHP sites.

� A comprehensive resource assessment for all the

renewable energy sources including small hydro and

mapping of potential sites / locations on a GIS

platform is receiving utmost attention of MNRE.

� The aim is to map renewable energy potential in the

country and bring it on a GIS platform with

information necessary to take investment decisions

to set up projects.

The SHP projects identified up to 25 MW capacities as
on 31-03.2011are as under:

2.     SHP: DAM TOE

Total
Capacity

(MW)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

No. of
Project
Sites

Identified

Name of
State

Sr.
No.

Andhra Pradesh

Arunachal Pradesh

Assam

Bihar

Chhattisgarh

Goa

Gujarat

Haryana

Himachal Pradesh

Jammu & Kashmir

Jharkhand

Karnataka

Kerala

Madhya Pradesh

Maharashtra

Manipur

Meghalaya

Mizoram

497

550

119

95

184

6

292

33

536

246

103

138

245

299

255

114

101

75

560.18

1328.68

238.69

213.25

993.11

6.5

196.97

110.05

2267.81

1417.80

208.95

747.59

704.10

803.64

732.63

5.45

31.03

36.47
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The SHP projects in Private Sector installed in India as on

31.12.2010 are as under:

Total
Capacity

(MW)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

No. of
Project

Installed

Name of
State

Sr.
No.

Andhra Pradesh

Assam

Gujarat

Himachal Pradesh

Haryana

Jammu & Kashmir

Karnataka

Kerala

Madhya Pradesh

Maharashtra

Orissa

Punjab

Tamil Nadu

Uttaranchal

West Bengal

43

1

2

63

2

2

95

3

1

13

2

18

1

10

5

261

104.43

0.10

5.6

271.25

7.4

17.5

694.90

36.00

2.20

74.00

32.00

26.20

0.35

48.30

6.45

1326.68

Total
Capacity

(MW)

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

No. of
Project
Sites

Identified

Name of
State

Sr.
No.

Nagaland

Orissa

Punjab

Rajasthan

Sikkim

Tamil Nadu

Tripura

Uttar Pradesh

Uttaranchal

West Bengal

A&N Island

TOTAL

99

222

237

66

91

197

13

251

444

203

7

5718

28.670

64.300

154.5

23.850

52.110

96.55

16.010

25.100

134.62

98.400

5.25

3042.635

One should formulate the strategy for development of

SHP. The scope of development of SHP is as under:

� Private Sector participation i.e. PPP model.

� State Government or SEB shall take initiatives.

� Central Public Sector Units (PSUs) shall take

initiatives.

� Local Bodies & Non Government Organization

(NGO) shall come forward for establishment of SHP.

The Government of India is providing Incentives

towards:

� Capital Subsidy for setting up of Small Hydro Power

project.

� Incentives to carry out Detailed Survey &

Investigation and Preparation of Detailed Project

Report.

� Incentives for Renovation, Modernization &

Capacity up-grading of Small Hydro Power projects.

� Incentive for development & up gradation of water

mills.

� Tax holiday for 10 years.

� Accelerated Depreciation onAssets.

� Concessional Custom Duty/Excise Duty for

procurement of equipments.

The Policies and Regulations exist for SHP are as

under:

The ElectricityAct 2003: Relevance to Renewable Energy

(RE) are as follows:

� For promoting stand-alone & RE for rural areas.

� Open access for carrying electricity from generating

plants to point of use.

� Determination of tariff to consider promotion of co-

generation of electricity from RE sources.

� State electricity regulatory authorities to specify

minimum percentage of Renewable Energy

consumption.

MNRE SUBSIDY

� The project when tested should demonstrate 80% of

the quantum of the generation for the corresponding

months as envisaged in the DPR for a minimum of 3

continuous months.

� The equipment supplied must conform to relevant

international codes of practice and standards.

There are equipment manufacturers for SHP in India

which are listed below:

� 15 manufacturers - Joint ventures /licensed

production, indigenous

� Unit size - Entire range and type

� Annual Production capacity - 250 MW

� Some manufacturers importing generators

� Need to bring down cost and develop standardized

equipment for micro hydro
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Manufacturers for Small Hydropower Generating

Equipment in India

Installed Capacity
(MW)

% of share

Turbines and generator
(rotating electrical machines)

IEC 60034 - 1 : 1983

IEC 61366-1 : 1998

IEC 61116-1992

IS : 4722-2001

IS 12800 (part 3) 1991

IEC 60041 : 1991

IEC 60308

IS 3156-1992

IS 2705 - 1992

IS 2026 - 1983

IS 7326 - 1902

Field Acceptance Test for
Hydraulic performance of
turbine

Governing system for hydraulic
turbines Transformers

Inlet valves for hydro power
stations & systems

Type

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

CollaborationManufacturersSr.
No.

Alstom, Baroda

BHEL, Bhopal

Boving Fouress,

Bangalore

HPP, Delhi

Jyoti, Vadodara

Kirloskar, Pune

VA Tech Escher

Wyss Flovel,

Faridabad

Flovel Mecamidi,

Faridabad

Steel Industries,

Thissur

USMIL,Sahibabad

JV

Tech.

JV

JV

Tech.

JV

JV

Tech.

Tech.

Alstom, France

Fuji, Japan

Kvaernaener

Boving now GE

UK/Norway

HPP France

Gilks, UK (now

expired), Turbo

Institute of Slovenia

Ebara Corp., Japan

VA Tech, Austria

Mecamidi, France

Koessier, Austria

US

There are following constraints in implementation of SHP

Projects:

� Difficult investigations, inaccessibility of the area.

� Geological surprises especially in the Himalayan

region.

� Inadequacies in tunneling methods.

� Problems due to delay in land acquisition and

resettlement of project affected families.

� Law and order problem in remote areas.

� Lack of power evacuation infrastructure.

� Tariff related issues and managerial weaknesses

(poor contract management).

� Deficiencies in providing long term finances.

� Availability, Transport and Storage of material.

� There is no uniform policy & it does not percolate to

officers of various departments.

� No coordination between various departments.

� Too many offices to deal with for clearances

Insensitivity towards time overrun.

� Inadequate information availability with regard to

procedure of allotment, clearances, site data and

infrastructure available.

� Problems of land transfer.

� Problems of power evacuation.

� Investors do not see lucrative business opportunity

in SHP.

� Takes lot of time to get approvals, clearances etc.

The following are way and means for development of SHP

Projects:

� There should be Uniform policy for development by

State Governments.

� Policies to be consistent and valid for long term.

� Policy changes, if any, to be on prospective basis.

� S p e c i a l I n c e n t i v e s f o r I n v e s t m e n t i n

difficult/backward areas.

� To attract large corporate investors.

� State Nodal Agencies to develop shelf of "Bankable

Projects" complete with all necessary clearances

and documented hydrology.

� State Governments / State Electricity Boards should

take responsibility for infrastructure development

and evacuation facilities.

� Power Purchase Agreement to take into account

lender's concerns.

� Declare all renewable energy projects as part of rural

infrastructure sector and passing on eligible

benefits.

� SpecialAwareness & Focused Training Programs on

Renewable Energy Technologies

� Dedicated financial institution for financing

renewable energy
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ABOUT BIOMASS:

The biomass is most abundant and universally available

resource in village, town and city in India. It is perennial in

nature. The opportunity cost of biomass is relatively low

and can be stored. It is highly comfortable in handling the

resource. The potential of biomass is tremendous in India.

The availability of biomass is increased due to increased

production.

TECHNOLOGY:

The technology is very simple i.e. combustion and

gasification. The combustion is a well established

technology and is particularly suited at higher power

levels. Similarly, the gasification is more attractive for

Distributed Generation up to a few megawatt output. The

chemistry of gasification is conversion of solid fuels in to

combustible gas mixture called producer gas i.e. CO + H2

+ CH4 This involves partial combustion of biomass.

The different process in gasifies are:

combustion connected equipment. The gasification

eliminates all pollution related problem to biomass use.

POWER TO RURALAREAS:

In India large power plants are based on grid extension.

Decentralized generation with increasing self sufficiency

for rural areas is today's need. The grid extension is

becoming difficult for remote areas or villages as it needs

long transmission lines. Therefore, biomass is one of the

key option for decentralized generation.

DISTRIBUTED POWER - NEED:

Presently, 70% of India still lives in villages. Today,

100,000 villages are not electrified out of total 650,000

villages in the Country. Many of the balance have poor

quality of power and interrupted power. As villages do not

have adequate livelihood, require rampant urbanization.

The growth of villages is marginal. Most of electricity is

generated using fossil fuels, which leads global warming.

DISTRIBUTED POWER -ADVANTAGES:

Power system will be connected the grid at the tail end of

the network which will strengthen the power network.

Electricity will be produced at the rural level using local

resources of biomass and manpower. These biomass

plants will provide an impetus to local village economy by

providing employment to the people of the village. Money

which goes out for power purchase will remain inside the

village. The power generated from biomass is green

reducing global warming and allowing additional

revenues from Carbon Credit.

A distributed resource like biomass is best used in

distributed manner. Large capacity plant can be

established to cover larger areas for feedstock. Biomass

is more vulnerable on account of ample availability and

price hikes.

The power generated from biomass will be at 11kV voltage

level so additional transmissions and other network is not

required. The will eliminate load shedding in rural areas

and assure round the clock power supply. The power

stability and quality of power will become comparable to

urban and industrial areas. The transmission and

distribution losses can be eliminated.

Biomass plant power generation is nothing but wealth

from waste. It can generate large scale employment in

rural areas. Biomass power generation can deliver more

equitable distribution of incomes and employment. It

provides great boost to rural entrepreneurship. Biomass

DECENTRALIZED POWER GENERATION

BIOMASS – As one of the alternative

B C Jain

Managing Director

Ankur Scientific, Vadodara

The gasification is highly efficient process. It can be

applied over a range of electric output ranging from 1kW to

150kW. It can also used for thermal application. It has low

initial investment and low cost of power production.

The producer gas allows better process control and

convenient to handle. The cleaner is provided with

1. Drying.
2. Pyrolysis.
3 Combustion.
4 Reduction.
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power generation is positive impact on migration of people

to urban areas.

BASIC MODELS:

There are three basic models in operation viz:

1. Small power packs in standalone mode.

2. Small power plant in grid connected mode.

3. Co-generation of charcoal and electricity.

Each model is briefly described as below:

1. Small power packs in standalone mode.

The small power pack in standalone mode is

generally installed for remote or isolated villages and

communities not connected to grid and not likely to

get connected in the near future. The biomass is

locally available as feedstock. The cost of power

generation is less than Rs. 4 per unit. This plant is

self starter with no external start up power is

required. Power plant can be started within 10

minutes of time. The power plant can be operated

round the clock or on demand. The consumption of

biomass is about 1.3 Kg per kWH. The capacity of

power plant is 10kW onwards. Such plants are

installed in India and abroad also.

2. Small power plant in grid connected mode.

Presently grid connected rural areas with major

problems of power availability and power quality

resulting in very limited and poor quality electricity.

3. Co-generation of charcoal and electricity.

There is tremendous potential to address both

cooking and electricity needs with very high biomass

utilization with high efficiencies.

GUIDING PHILOSOPHY:

Design the size of biomass plant such that:

� It allows benefits to pass on to maximum number of

people in the village.

� Make the biomass procurement area as small as

possible to reduce transportation and less

employment.

� It can be run like a commercial operation without a

very high fixed cost.

� The biomass plant shall be standardize for easy

operation, maintenance, services and cost cutting.

OPPORTUNITY:

There are exciting opportunities for establishment of

Biomass Power Plant like:

� In general rural grid is having capacity of 1 to 2 MVA.

� Rural areas are suffering from power shortage the

first one to be off loaded or load shedding during

shortage of power.

� Appropriate capacity tail end power plant of 0.5kWe

to 2kWe based biomass gasification could be the

best alternative to eliminate load shedding problem.

� This can lead to the realization of the Dream of India

to provide round the clock quality and reliable power

to RuralAreas in India.

CONCLUSIONS:

� Power generation is non-polluted and green.

� The generation cost is less and T&D losses are

reduced.

� Launch a mission with clear targets for capacity

addition using biomass.

� There should be single window clearances from

state government, central government and other

authorities.

� An attractive buy back tariffs should be there

because most of the revenues will flow back to rural

communities.

� The power generated using biomass shall be fed at

11kV voltage level.

Sr. No GR. No Name Membership

20 2010 Bhatt Praghnesh J. Member

21 2011 Mehta Bhinalkumar B Member

22 2012 Parekh Sandeep S. Member

23 2013 Solanki Krupa M Member

24 2014 Mistry Nikunj N. Member

25 2015 Bhandari Narendra K. Member

26 2016 Thakur Ravi Student Member

27 2017 Topiwala Mohammedaftab A. Life Member

28 2018 Jain Dipesh D. Life Member

29 2019 Gour Babbusingh D. Life Member

30 2020 Mehta Devashi S Student Member
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Ø On 19 May 2012, a lecture on 1200kV System & Products was organized by the chapter in VasvikAuditorium.

The eminent speaker was Dr. JJ Patel, Chief of Global R&D, Crompton Greaves Ltd. The speaker gave detailed
account of existing highest voltage power system in the world and indicated that as of now 1200kV is the highest
voltage anywhere in the world. He added that 1200kV system is established on trial basis by Power Grid at Bina in
Madhya Pradesh. A short length of 1200kV line and 1200kV sub-station has been established by making LILO of
existing 400kV line by step up and step down transformers (400/1200kV and 1200/400kV). He elaborated on the
entire process of up-gradation of system to 1200kV which started 10 years back. According to him the design of
equipment of sub-station was one of the major challenges. This was achieved through lot of interaction by experts
in India and outside. As stated by him, he has been one of the leading Associate of the group assigned to handle
development of 1200kV system.

The lecture was first of its kind in 1200kV and had recorded good presence. The presentation was extremely good
which was evident from questions and answers which followed the presentation.

Ø On 22 Jun 2012, the chapter organized a lecture by Er. Gaurang Mistry on the topic of "Aanka Vishva-The Life
Planner". He stated that it is possible to evaluate the nature/behavior and other aspects of the life of an individual
by knowing his/her birth date. He went to explain the logic behind the numerology of the figures of the birth date.
The speaker then requested some members to tell their birth date and described the nature & behavior of each
member who volunteered.

The speaker cautioned that Numerology andAstrology are two different sciences.

The numerology finds its place in the HRD for selection of personnel in an organization.

Ø On 06 & 07 Jul 2012, FGI, Vadodara and SPE(I), Vadodara Chapter jointly organized a National Electrical Summit
2012.

The Summit was attended by 235 delegates from Industries, Utilities, Consulting Firms, Academic Institutions.
and large number of students from various academic institutions in and around Vadodara. Many individuals also
participated in the Summit. Totally 23 papers were presented during the Summit. On the whole, the summit was a
grand success. Report on the Summit is covered in this issue.

Dear Readers,

Normally it is our endeavor to publish Quarterly NEWS LETTER during first week of the quarter. However, the issue of

Jul-2012 is delayed due to the decision of the Editorial Board to cover the proceedings of National Electrical Summit

2012 jointly organized by Federation of Gujarat Industries and SPE(I) Vadodara Chapter on 06 & 07 Jul 2012.

Readers may kindly bear with us.

Letter of appreciation received from Er. VK Kanjlia

No./Misc./SPA Dated:13th July 2012

Shri GV Akre

Chairman
Society of Power Engineers (India), Vadodara Chapter
FF-48,Avishkar Complex, Old Padra Road, Vadodara-390 007

Dear ShriAkre,

I convey my sincere thanks for the courtesy and hospitality extended during my stay at Vadodara last week.

The "National Electrical Summit 2012" organized jointly by Federation of Gujarat Industries and Society of Power
Engineers with Gujarat Energy Transmission Corporation Ltd. as knowledge partner was very successful. The
participation of the delegates, especially the industries' professionals was indeed overwhelming and praise-worthy.

I find that all the office bearers and members of SPE (I) Vadodara Chapter had tirelessly worked for successful
organization of this event. All our members were found to be on a missionary mode and the zeal and vigour with which
they worked was admirable.

Kindly convey our regards and best wishes to all the members of SPE Vadodara Chapter.

With regards,

Er. VK Kanjlia
Secretary
Central Board of Irrigation & Power
Malcha Marg, New Delhi 110021

ACTIVITIES OF THE CHAPTER
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Water: Interesting Facts

1. Somewhere between 70 and 75 per cent of the earths surface is covered with water.

2. More fresh water is stored under the ground in aquifers than on the earth's surface.

3. The total amount of water on the earth is about 326 million cubic miles.

4. Of all the water on the earth, humans can use only about three tenths of a percent of this water. Such usable water

is found in ground water aquifers, rivers and fresh water lakes.

5. At birth, water accounts for approximately 80 per cent of an infant's body weight.

6. Water intoxication is most likely to occur during periods of intense athletic performance.

7. While the daily recommended amount of water eight cups per day, not all of this water must be consumed in a liquid

form.

8. By the time a person feel thirsty, his or her body has lost over one percent of its total quantity of water

9. Roughly 70 per cent of an adult's body is made up of water.

10. Drinking too much water too quickly can lead to water intoxication. Water intoxication occurs when water dilutes

the sodium level in the bloodstream and causes an unbalance of water in the brain.

Primarily what I am? And what I could be!

N. DINKERRandom Thoughts

(Note: Many thoughts that evolve in my mind, I try to put it on paper. Readers may go through it and have their own

analysis)

We are members of the Society of Power Engineers, 'SPE', on the strength that we are all qualified engineers. Our main

aim is to gather technical knowledge and progress in professional career. Is this enough? Improving one self is really

good but at the same time, we should not forget that we are all a part of a 'greater society' - and its amelioration is also an

equally important duty of ours. We may not do any wrong things ourselves but to remain silent and inactive for all the

wrong things happening in front and around us, is a grave thing, not less than a crime.

Our Country is a paradoxical one. Extreme things happen here. After getting independence, we have really made

progress. India has become stronger, richer, better schooled, but in the process, we have become less tolerant of our

losses, we are intolerant of failure. Intolerant of poverty, intolerant of the weak and vulnerable as if they are holding us

back from becoming the dream nation/super power we are destined to be

It is said that the mob has no brains or feelings but only know to take out the law in their own hands. Therefore, even

without slightest evidence to suggest they were guilty, the mobs take law into their own hands and target the poor, the

weak and the helpless people as thieves, robbers and kidnappers. Mob feels themselves powerful as dispensers of

justice. But the real villains of the society are beyond our reach. They are rich, powerful, well protected.

Success is the only yardstick by which modern India judges its citizens and since more than half of nations staggering

under the poverty line, new villains have sprung up who really holds the country back from becoming the world's newest

superpower.

It is time to pause who the real villains are. It is time we stopped picking on the weak and vulnerable and found the

courage within us to punish those who we know are actually guilty.

Another paradoxical situation we see in our country is the emotion Rage. The rage of the under privileged, of the

indigent see no hope in this nation but that of the privileged and the powerful, express an impatience with rules, laws

and conventions. More money, better job, bigger car are all markers of influence and muscle which must be deployed to

show the lower orders their place. To those superior beings, the ordinary laws do not apply VIPS of all hues, for

example, do not believe in queues of any kind.

India has not handled its success well. And those at the bottom of the social pyramid, who suffer the most equity and

therefore have some justification to be angry, are expected to be meekly surrendered. If the intelligentsia and the middle

income group who are the majority and perhaps the real followers of the law of the country, awake from their slumber

and if and when this happen, and show their rage what would be scenario in the country then?

N. DINKER
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11. Soft drinks, coffee, and tea, while made up almost entirely of water, also contain caffeine. Caffeine can act as a

mild diuretic, preventing water from travelling to necessary locations in the body.

12. The weight a person directly after intense physical activity is the weight from water, not fat.

13. Pure water (solely hydrogen & oxygen atoms) has a neutral tendency, which is neither acidic nor basic.

14. Water dissolves more substances than any other liquid wherever it travels, water carries chemicals, minerals and

nutrients with it.

15. Ahealthy person can drink three gallons (48cups) of water per day.

Maths Magics - THE POWER OF NUMBER - SEQUENTIAL INPUTS OF 9

9 x 9 = 81

99 x 99 = 9801

999 x 999 = 998001

9999 x 9999 = 99980001

99999 x 99999 = 9999800001

999999 x 999999 = 99999800001

9999999 x 9999999 = 99999980000001

99999999 x 99999999 = 9999999800000001

999999999 x 999999999 = 999999998000000001

Unbelievable but true

1. Strawberry is the only fruit with its seeds on the outside.

2. The strongest muscle in the body is the tongue.

3. During World War II, the Japanese used special fighter air craft. They used shark liver oil in the engines of their

fighter planes.

4. Hydra- an aquatic creature that never dies; it generates, replacing, its cells with fresh ones.

5. The Mongolian pony is the only animal other than an elephant capable of fending off an attack by a Tiger.

Amazing Facts of Earth

1. Hottest place on Earth.

Elazizia in LIBYA which recorded a temperature of 136 F (57.8 C) is the hottest ever measured. The Death Valley
0 0

in California got up to 134 F and stands next.
0

2. Coldest place on Earth

The coldest temperature ever measured on earth was -129 F (-89 c) at Vostok,Antarctica.
0 0

3. The Largest Volcano on Earth

The Mauna Loa Volcano in Hawaii holds the title here on earth. It rises more than 50,000 ft (9.5 miles or 15.2 kM)

above its base, which sits on the surface of the sea.

4. Driest Place on Earth

Aplace calledArica, in Chile, gets just 0.03inches (0.76 mm) of rain per year.At that rate, it would take a century to

full a coffee cup.

5. The Radius of the Earth

The distance from the surface of earth to the centre is about 3,963 miles (6378kM) much of earth is fluid. The

mostly solid skin of the planet is only 41 miles (66 kM) thick thinner than the skin of an apple.

N. DINKER

N. DINKER

N. DINKER
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6. Lowest dry point on Earth

The shore of the Dead Sea in the Middle East is about 1300 feet (400 M) below sea level.

7. Deadliest -Known Earth quake

The world deadliest recorded earthquake occurred in 1557 in Central China. It struck a region where most people

lived in caves carved from soft rock. The dwelling collapsed, killing on estimated 830,000 people.

8. Wettest Place on Earth

Lloro, Colombia, averages 523.6 inches of rainfall a year, or more than 40 feet (13 M). That is about 10 times more

than fairly wet major cities in Europe or the United States.

Inspirational Quote

1. Act as if what you do makes a difference. It does

2. Everything has its own time

3. Do not be too timid and squeamish.All life is an experiment. The more experiments you make the better.

4. When it is obvious that the goals cannot be reached, don't adjust the goals, adjust the action steps.

5. Better to lose count while naming your blessings than to lose your blessings to counting your troubles.

6. Life is like a game of chess, changing with each move.

7. Even if you are on the right track, you will get run over if you just sit there

8. You can't stop the waves, but you can learn to surf.

9. What is to give light, must endure burning.

10. Don't go through life, grow through life.

What is Important - Cock and the Gem

Acock was scratching the ground with his claws looking for a tasty grain to eat. While doing so he found a precious gem

glittering and shining.

The cock said it looks very fine, but I could not eat it and went searching for the grain, leaving this precious stone.

Moral: Gems cannot pacify hunger.

Perspectives Differ

Once a man unearthed in his field a marble statue of great beauty. And he took it to a collector who loved all beautiful

things and offered it to him for sale, and the collector bought it for a large price.And they parted.

And as the man walked home with his money he thought, and he said to himself, "How much life this money means!

How can anyone give all this for a dead carved stone buried and undreamed of in the earth for a thousand years?

And now the collector was looking at his statue and he was thinking and he said to himself," What beauty! What life! The

dream of a soul! -And fresh with the sweet sleep of a thousand years. How can anyone give all this for money, dead and

dream less?

N. DINKER

N. DINKER

N. DINKER
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Er. N. D. MakwanaRelationship Limits

We as engineer have learnt that there are certain pairs of parameters

having specific relationship. This relationship is maintained during all

normal ups and downs. But it is up to certain limit, thereafter, the specific

relation is not maintained. The parameters will be independent and

behave erratically.

Consider the case of elasticity of material. The relation between stress

and strain in the material follows Hook's law as shown in the standard

stress strain chart. Strain is per unit deformation in the material due to

external force. Stress is restraining force developed in the material under

strain

Application of external force on material cause strain (deformation) in the

material and consequently proportionate stress (opposing force) is

developed in the material to counter balance the applied force. This

relationship continue till applied force is up to the yield point x in the chart.

Applied force beyond the limit result in to permanent strain (deformation)

without development of corresponding stress and ultimately material fails.

Similar is the case of magnetizing characteristic. The B-H curve

represents the relation of induced magnetic flux against magnetizing

force. But this relation is up to the saturation point x in diagram. Beyond x

is a saturation zone where increase in magnetizing force, hardly increases

the flux. Care is taken about this in design of magnetic circuit of any

equipment.

Consider (angular) stability of power system. The plot is of power flow over

network against power angle (between two voltage vectors). The relation

is maintained up to the point x, the steady state stability limit. This

indicates maximum power that can be transferred without loss of

synchronism. Any action for more power over network may result in

isolation. However, the limit can be improved by suitable modification in

the network.

Similarly, examine (voltage) stability plot. PV curve represents the relation

between power flow in network against voltage sink. The relationship

holds during all ups and downs up to the knee point marked as x in the

chart. Flow of power more than limit lead to unstable zone and results in

voltage collapse.

Similar phenomenon is experienced in life also. Each relationship has

limit. The limit is pair specific and may be different for each pairs. Of

course, the limit is dynamic and may vary with time, task and treatment

and also can be improved by appropriate treatment. Relationship works

smooth up to the existing limit but after the limit is crossed, it is

unpredictable. In routine, care is taken but due to unexpected impulse,

limit gets crossed and disrupt the relation.

Take the case of two business partners. In the development stages, many

odd incidences are ignored by each other. But after progress to a level, the

same persons get excited and react even for insignificant issues.

Harmony turns out to discord and result in isolation. This may be with

friends or brothers or other pairs and not only in business but other matters

also. The base of this is human tolerance characteristic having "Lightning

Arrestor Effect". Human tolerance falls with growth of health (physical

power), wealth (money power) and wisdom (knowledge power). Really it

should be like metals that become mild while getting heat energy.
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OFFICE BEARERS FOR THE YEAR 2012

Er. GV Akre - Chairman

Er. SB Lele - Vice- Chairman

Er. VB Harani - Secretary

Er. GP Shukla - Jt. Secretary

Advisory Committee, Office Administration Committee,

Editorial Board & Special Invitee

Editorial Board

Er. SM Takalkar

Er. KN Rathod

Er. NV Rede

Er. N. Dinker

Advisory Committee

Er. NN Jadhav

Er. PO Kulshreshtha

Er. RN Purohit

Er. KN Rathod

Er. NV Rede

Er. KG Shah

Er. GM Bahudhanye

Dr. RB Kelker

Er. HK Shah

Er. KK Bhatia

Er. NG Yadav

Er. PAShah

Office Administration Committee

Er. NN Jadhav

Er. PO Kulshreshtha

Er. GM Bahudhanye

Er. N Dinker as a special invitee member in recognition to his
pioneering services to the forum.

Er. AN Makwana - Treasurer

Er. SM Takalkar - Member

Er. MM Naik - Member

Er. VB Kambad - Member

Er. ND Makwana - Member
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Sr. No GR. No Name Membership

1 1992 Dholakia Sunnykumar P Associate Member

2 1993 Pandey Anubhav D Student Member

3 1994 Gaure Prateek P Student Member

4 1995 Shah Chintan M Associate Member

5 1996 Rana Shreedhar V. Associate Member

6 1997 Patel Janki S. Associate Member

7 1998 Prajapati Anikitkumar M. Associate Member

8 1999 Chatterjee Suvadeep Associate Member

9 2000 Jadia Mahendrabhai N Life Member

10 2001 Shukla Mukesh C. Life Member

11 2002 Jani Kuldeep K. Associate Member

13 2003 Revar Rajendra J. Life Member

14 2004 Patel Pallvi D. Life Member

15 2005 Mishra Shishir Student Member

16 2006 Nair Vinay V. Student Member

17 2007 Patel Nilaykumar A Member

18 2008 Pandya Karitk S. Member

19 2009 Mehta Pankita A. Member

List of New Members

Continued on page no. 16



Er. RV Shahi, Former Secretary

Ministry of Energy, GoI

addressing the audiance during

inaugural session

Srimant Samarjitsinh Gaekwad his

Royalty and present Crown Prince of

Gaekwad dynasty Vadodara

addressing the audience during

inaugural ceremony

Er. GV Akre, Chairman SPE

Vadodara presenting vote of

thanks

Er. VK Kanjlia (left), Secretary, CBIP, New Delhi

delivering speech on Small Hydro Projects. To his left is

Mr. SK Malhotra, from Nuclear Power Corporation.

N E S 2012ATIONAL   LECTRICAL   UMMIT



Book - Post

To

From :
The Society of Power Engineers (India)
Vadodara Chapter
FF-48, Avishkar Complex,
Old Padra Road, Vadodara - 390 007.
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Dr. M Ramamoorthy, former Director General CPRI &

Director ERDA delivering Key Note address during

Valedictory session
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Er. SK Negi, MD, o deliveringGETC

speech

August Audience during the Summit

Er. VB Harani, Secretary, SPE(I)

Vadodara presenting vote of thanks

Er. Amit Patel, Sr. VP, FGI

Presenting Vote of Thanks


